This question paper consists of 40 multiple choice questions.
Answer all the questions according to the instructions given for each question.

For questions number 1-10 selected answer from the bracket and write on the dotted line.

1. ................. is the largest island on the ocean.
   (Madagaskar/ Forkland/ Iceland)

2. Red brown soil is suitable for .................. cultivation.
   (Tea/ Rubber/ Paper)

3. .................................. Center is constructed to exchange the feeding cows.
   (Kananvilla/ Walpita/ Neewanabalana)

4. Most important product in Electronic industry is ..................
   (Data Processing equipment. Home appliance/ Industrial Goods)

5. High quality porcelline is produced by
   (White clay/ porceline clay/ Park clay)

6. .................... Is the most important resource for fish production.
   (Under ground water/ wind/ fish)

7. “Exclusive Economic Zone” is .................. nautical mils.
   (12-24/ 24-100/ 24-200)

8. Graphite is used in the production of ..................
   (Limestone/ Cement/ crude oil)

9. According to 2012 censes report of Sri Lanka density of population is
   ....................
   (323 per Km^2/ 324 per Km^2/ 325 per Km^2)

10. Which river that springs out from a lake ..................
    (Ryn/ Them/ Nile)
For the question nos 11-15 nead the given Statement and if it is correct draw a circle round (C ) and if it is incorrect / Wrong draw a circle round (W)

(11) Wearing industry comes under the Agriculrure sector. (C/ W)
(12) Metric gird system stands from the Indian ocea. (C/ W)
(13) Sri Lankan topographical maps are constricted according to the gird 25 Km North and 40 Km east (C/ W)
(14) Sri Lanka population growth is 0.7% (C/ W)
(15) The new Indicator to measure development is Gross Natural Product (C/ W)

For the questions 1620 match A with B and unite the correct answer with in the bracket given.

(16) A 
1. Hot Desert 
   B. andese
2. Mountain rang
   C. Sahava
3. Cold deset
   D. Attagama
1) C A D 2) C B A 3) C D A 4) C D B

(17) A
1. Agriculture sector
   B. 42.9%
2. Industrial Sector
   C. 31.0%
3. Services Sector
   D. 26.1%
1) B D A 2) B A C 3) C D A 4) A B D

(18) A
1. Hydro power
   B. Puttalam
2. Solar power
   C. Kanyon
3. Mind power
   D. Samporn
1) A D C 2) B C A 3) C B A 4) C A B

(19) A
1. Rutile
   B. Nilawely
2. Ill manits
   B. Balangoda
3. Zercon
   C. Nathantiya
   D. Pulmodai

(20) A
1. Hori Zone
   B. Salt
2. Hori Zone
   B. Minerals
3. Horizone
   C. Glass
   D. Carboni Meterials
1) D C A 2) B C A 3) C A B 4) D A B
For the questions 21-25 fill in the blanks with the appropriate word and complete the sentence.

(21) High quality graphite in the world is found in ……………………………………..
(22) The age limit for the labour force in Sri Lanka is …………………………………
(23) The major rock type which can be found in Sri Lanka is ………………………
(24) Sri Lanka coal power station is situated at ………………………………………
(25) …………………………….. Graph is used to show a countries population structure according to gender.

Use the below given Sri Lankan map to answer questions number 26-28.

(26) Which letter indicates the lowest populated district. ………………………
(27) Which letter indicates the highest growth rate among the District ……………….
(28) Which letter indicates the Rubber research center name the District ……………

Use the below given diagram to answer the questions 29-30.

(29) Which year has the highest population growth ………………………
(30) Population growth is show by a ………………………. graph.

For question 31-40 for each questions four answer are given. Select the correct or the most appropriate answer and write the number of it in the dotted line given below.

(31) In Sri Lanka minor export crop research center is situated at,
   1. Matale – Research center
   2. Gannorouwa - Agriculture research center
   3. Dambadeniya - Kadju Cultivation
   4. Kattukampola - Chilli Cultivation
   (…………)

(32) Which answer shows the correct area of minor export crop in Sri Lanka.
   1. Sitranella - Matara, Hambantota
   2. Nurmag - Kegalle, Gampaha
   3. Clouse - Ratnapura, Matara
   4. Cardoman - Hambanthota, Badulla
   (…………)

(33) In a 1:50,000 to pographic maps upper margin of outer border possess.
   1. Scale, Direction
   2. Direction, Name of the map
   3. Number of the map, Type of map
   4. Direction, Name of the map
   (…………)
Which of the following is the famous place for Iron ore production in united states of America.
1. Rusenets Zone
2. Nakoya Zone
3. Wales Zone
4. Ded Royced

Which of the following Island is located in the continental shelf of Asia
1. Jawa Island
2. Madagasker
3. Papuwa Newguinee
4. Tasmaniya

Which one of the following is not a Express way.
1. Colombo - Jaffna
2. Matara - Hambantota
3. Colombo - Kandy
4. Colombo - Kttunayaka

According to the human development index countries of the world one divided in to
1. 04  2. 03  3. 02  4. 06

Hill country wet Zone forest consist of
1. Maharatmal, Araly
2. Jack, Bread fruit
3. Miriya, Keena
4. Kuru keena, Nelli

Use the information below to answer 39-40 questions
Sustainable development
Climatic change
Depleafirn of resource
Harming bio resources

Which of the two above have the close relation ship.

Which of the following statement informance the other on its increasing level.